space to the rear of the lot, as a separate building to be subdivided by
movable screens for Sunday school or on occasion. It thus became a
separate building but harmonious with the Temple—the entrance to both
to be the connecting link between them. That was that.
And why not put the pulpit at the entrance side at the rear of the square
Temple, and bring the congregation into the room at the sides on a lower-
level so. those entering would be imperceptible to the audience? This would
preserve the quiet and the dignity of the room itself. Out of that thought
came the depressed foyer or cloister corridor on either side, leading from
the main lobby at the centre to the stairs in the near and far corners of the
room. Those entering the room in this way could see into the big room
but not be seen by those already seated within it.
And, important to the pastor, when the congregation rose to disperse,
here was opportunity to move forward toward their pastor and by swing-
ing wide doors open beside the pulpit allow the entire flock to pass out by
him and find themselves directly in the entrance loggia from which they
had first come in. They had gone into the depressed entrances at the sides
from this same entrance to the big room. But it seemed more respectful to
let them go out thus toward the pulpit than turn their backs upon their
minister as is usual in most churches.
So this was done.
The room itself—size determined by comfortable seats with leg-room
for four hundred people—was built with four interior free standing posts
to carry the overhead structure. These concrete posts were hollow and
became free-standing ducts to insure economic and uniform distribution
of heat. The large supporting posts were so set in plan as to form a double
tier of alcoves on four sides of the room. I flooded these side-alcoves with
light from above to get a sense of a happy cloudless day into the room.
And with this feeling for light the centre ceiling between the four great
posts became skylight, daylight sifting through between the intersecting
concrete beams, filtering through amber glass ceiling lights. Thus managed
the light would, rain or shine, have the warmth of sunlight. Artificial
lighting took place there at night as well. This scheme of lighting was
integral, gave diffusion and kept the room-space clear.
Now for proportion—for the concrete expression of concrete in this
natural arrangement—the ideal of an organic whole well in mind. And
we have arrived at the question of style. For observe, so far, what has
actually taken place is only reasoned arrangement. The 'plan' with an eye
to an exterior in the realm of ideas but meantime 'felt' in imagination as
a whole.
First came the general philosophy of the thing as repeated in the little
story to the trustees. All artistic creation has its own philosophy. It is the
first condition of creation. However, some would smile and say, 'the
result of itj.
Second there was the general purpose of the whole to consider in each
pan: a matter of reasoned arrangement. This arrangement must be made
with a sense of the yet-unborn-whole in the mind, to be blocked put as
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